
  
 

 
 
 
 

 IFNA International Research Collaboration Subcommittee  
of the IFNA Research Committee 

Meeting Agenda 
12 March 2019—0700 EST  

Please note: Call in information below 
 
Present: Petra Brysiewicz South Africa), Cindy Danford (USA), Helene Moriarity (USA), Suzanne 

Feetham (USA), Sonja Meier (USA), Lindsay Smith (Australia), Veronica Swallow (England) 
 
Regrets: Sandra Eggenberger, Junko Honda, Wendi Smith, Susan Sullivan-Bolyai 
 
Conveners: Cindy Danford (USA) & Petra Brysiewicz (South Africa)  
 
Call to Order: 0705 EDT (New York) 

1. Welcome  Timing of meetings: Discussed purpose of changing the meeting 
time to 0700 as a means to accommodate those in other time 
zones around the world. To date this has not changed attendance, 
however holiday time for some countries extended through 
January. Plan to try 1-2 more meetings at 0700, before 
reconsidering. This time works for Australia, presently 2200, but 
with an upcoming time change will be 2300 for the April meeting.  

2. Member Updates on Current 
Research Projects 

 

Cindy: Launching an NIH R21 study exploring use of event history 
calendars as a self-regulation approach to set goals related to 
healthy eating, activity, and sleep with preschool children and 
parents. Just returned from National Pediatric Nurse Practitioner 
Conference (NAPNAP), completing 2 workshops and fine tuning a 
related publication.  
Helene: Recently submitted an R34, an RCT to evaluate 
behavioral activation to reduce depressive symptoms in veterans & 
civilians with traumatic brain injury. Attended the Elizabeth Dole 
Foundation conference in Washington D.C. Focus of this 
foundation is to provide increasing support for families of veterans 
and active military. Families are recognized through this group as  
‘hidden heros.” 
Lindsay: Last year was involved with research on the wellbeing of 
children and youth and how this effects policy in Australia. 
Identified how to look at 5 areas of wellbeing to determine how 
Australian children are doing. Results indicated that 25% of 
children have high wellbeing in all areas of development; yet, 1 in 
5 children have some deprivation in up to 3 of 5 developmental 
areas. Refer to this link for more information on this research 
report, 'To have and to have not: Measuring child deprivation and 
opportunity in Australia,’ https://www.aracy.org.au/publications-
resources/area?command=record&id=282   
Petra: Working with a post doc on measuring family experience in 
the ED. Doing a scoping review, exploring the best tools to 
accomplish this. Planning to looking at EDs across South Africa. 
Sonja: Working on IFNC 14 conference planning as primary focus. 
Working with Dr. Eggenberger on article. Involved in local project 



on supporting children & caregivers in situations of substance 
abuse; a community based, interdisciplinary project. Will be 
interviewing children and caregivers to hear their stories and how 
families are effected. 
Suzanne: Blog #2 on policy is forthcoming. Related to policy 
regarding opioids, encourage those in US to work with legislators 
to hold pharmaceuticals responsible for contributing to the opioid 
crisis. ARC has come out with science policy recognition. Look for 
the link on the press release for the ARC challenge for social 
determinants of health. This reinforces the relevancy of the IFNC 
14 focus on science policy. Note: the journal, Family Systems in 
Health has published an issue including: how to write a policy brief, 
family issues in review, frontier of family policy, evolution of family 
policy, policy as influence with legislators. See this as a strong 
reference for future work on policy. 
Veronica: Leading a systematic review on effectiveness of digital 
apps for children and families with long term conditions. This is an 
update of a previous review checking effectiveness of apps. 
Coming to completion is a UK island IFNA chapter survey of 
families (N=> 700) using the tool, Families Importance in Nursing 
Care – Nurses’ Attitudes (FINC-NA), analysis is in process with 
results to come. Also, working on an application for funding 
through Connect for Children, European clinical trials. Exploring 
treatment for children with Kawasaki disease in approximately 300 
children and parents in 30 countries. 

3. Additions: Future Plans/Needs -Discussed developing list of funding agencies/ opportunities for 
funding relevant for families. Noted that often funding priorities r/t 
families are not well defined. Plan to include relevant FOAs to 
agenda announcements: Important note: Consider how to frame 
the science for the funder? 
FOA on family self-management r/t chronic illness (NINR) to be 
sent out by Helene. 
 
-Add update from research committee, so it is clear how the 
Research Committee and Itn’l Research Collaboration 
Subcommittee interface 
 
-Committee minutes are forthcoming 

Communication 
4. IFNA Communications Highlights for the newsletter/website 

5. Summary statement to add to 
the template for the minutes 

The IFNA International Research Collaboration Subcommittee, a 
subcommittee of the IFNA Research Committee, provides an 
opportunity for family nursing researchers from around the world to 
interact regularly, plan and disseminate conduct collaborative 
research projects.   
 
-Discussed and modified above statement to be added to future 
agendas 

6. Added: Research committee 
report summary by Helen M. 

-Presently reviewing discrepant scores from abstracts for IFNC 14 
due to variations in scoring; need to provide instructions to 
distinguish different types of work. 
-Late breaking call for abstracts went out. 
-Critiquing 10-12 family measurement tools for presentation at 
IFNC 14 



-Working to expand resources section of IFNA website. Thinking 
about how to find and retrieve information more easily. Group 
approach versus subcommittee report 

Research Agenda 
7. Research agenda 

A. Research Clusters:  
 

1. Global perspective: 
Defining family 

 
 
 
       2. Family care in the ICU 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Pediatrics 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Scientific development of 
family nursing phenomena:  
Translation/ 
implementation science  

 
B. Enhancing policy 

 
 

 
 
 
A1. Manuscript Update: Sonja & Cindy 
Manuscript close to being ready to submit; finetuning edits. Also 
need to discuss how to begin preparing for presentation at IFNC 
14. Need to confirm with Birte that the submitted abstract was 
accepted. 
 
A2. Update: Sandra Eggenberger (USA), Petra Brysiewicz (South 
Africa)  
Purpose:  To discern nurses’ descriptions and practices of family 
engagement in the adult intensive care units (ICUs) from a global 
perspective. 
The group continues to move forward with finishing IRBs. Data 
collection is in process in some countries. They will be presenting 
at the IFNC 14 conference. 
 
A3. Update: Cindy Danford: Request to meet has been sent out. 
Planning to meet in the next few weeks. Let others interested know 
of the pediatric research group and have them contact Cindy to 
join.  Original group consisted of seven participants representing 
Ireland, Australia, Brazil, & the U.S. Veronica expressed interest in 
participating. 
 
A4. On hold:  S. Eggenberger, E. Hagedoorn, B. Ostergaard 
 
 
 
 
B. Areas related to policy for future discussion; Potential for 
collaboration. Please see: Suzanne Feetham’s Blog on Policy: 	
https://internationalfamilynursing.org/blog/ 
 
Discussion:  
Lindsay commented that in addressing how our research can 
inform future good policy development it is important to identify 
how current policy has brought us to the point we are at. Note that 
“old” policy can have good impact. Suggest including how policy 
has influenced research in the past.  Need to consider present 
positive & negative policy change as well as how policy can be 
enhanced.  Suzanne reminded us that in writing a proposal we 
need to start with “the hook,” or “the why” the research is 
significant, how policy supports or does not support our work. 
Background of proposals could include policies that have or have 
not supported our families. How policy contributes to changing 
work is needed. Our families are often in the situations they are in 
due to policy. Our families are progressing forward and we need to 
recognize the good advances that have been made as well as 
what can be made. Local, state, and national policies that can 
protect our families need to be considered.  E.g. child abuse or 
families in the military. It is often unclear how policy fits. Having 
examples helps us to move forward with more direction so we are 
not working off a blank slate.  We need to think more about the 
influence of policy on our research and visa versa.  
 
Continue discussion at meeting in April. 
 



Webinars 
8. Future Webinar Topics 
 

Potential topics & potential presenters? 
Think about possible webinars for after IFNC 14 
 

New Business 
9. Int’l Research Collaboration 

Subcommittee Business 
meeting at IFNC 14 

Requested a meeting time for a business meeting at IFNC 14 
 
-Goals for the next 2 years: Suggestions 
-Potential future outcome & Next step 
     e.g. Translating research & practice to policy; 
            Suggestions for next global study (e.g. building on      
“Defining Family”) 

Translational Science 
 

A. Networking @ IFNC 14 for 
doctoral students 

Requested a meeting time for doctoral students; Proposed title of 
meeting, “Doctoral Student Engagement meeting.” 
 
-Goal is to provide a venue for networking for doctoral students  
Wendi Smith has suggested this idea and is willing to lead the 
group. Julie, who is working with Sandra Eggenberger, is also 
willing to help. 
 
It was noted that at the family nursing research workshop – 
participants indicated interest in a student engagement meeting at 
the next family conference. 
 

Announcements 
B. Announcements: See IFNA 

website for details. And 
conference updates. 

 

13-16 August 2019. 14th International Family Nursing Conference. 
Social Determinants of Family Health: Expanding Family Nursing 
Capacity. Hyatt Regency Capitol Hill. Washington, DC, USA.  

Miscellaneous  
8.Other Topics for discussion now 
or in the future 
 

 

Future Meetings 
9. Future Meeting Dates & Times  See below. 

Times to meet:  
0600 Minnesota 
0700 New York 
1200 London 
1300 Denmark, The Netherlands 
1400 South Africa 
2100 Japan 
2200 Australia 



 
Note: Times are based on New York. Please double check your respective time accordingly.  

Date Day of Week Time 
15 January 2019 Tuesday 0700 EST 
14 February 2019 Thursday 0700 EST 
12 March 2019 Tuesday 0700 EDT 
11 April 2019 Thursday 0700 EDT 
14 May 2019 Tuesday 0700 EDT 
13 June 2019 Thursday 0700 EDT 
16 July 2019 Tuesday 0700 EDT 
August in DC TBA TBA 
September Holiday No Meeting No Meeting 
17 October 2019 Thursday TBA 
19 November 2019 Tuesday TBA 
December Holiday No Meeting No Meeting 
January 2020 TBA TBA 

  

10. Next meeting: 
 
 
11 April 2019 at 0700 EDT  
 

Please join the meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.  (A 
headset is recommended) 
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/991256925 
 
You can also dial in using your phone.  
Access Code: 991-256-925  
 
Phone numbers  
United States: +1 (571) 317-3129  
Australia: +61 2 9087 3601  
Austria: +43 7 2088 1047  
Belgium: +32 28 08 4368  
Canada: +1 (647) 497-9353  
Denmark: +45 69 91 89 28  
Finland: +358 942 59 7850  
France: +33 170 950 594  
Germany: +49 692 5736 7317  
Ireland: +353 15 360 728  
Italy: +39 0 247 92 13 01  
Netherlands: +31 208 080 219  
New Zealand: +64 9 280 6302  
Norway: +47 75 80 32 07  
Spain: +34 911 82 9906  
Sweden: +46 852 500 186  
Switzerland: +41 435 0167 13  
United Kingdom: +44 330 221 0088  
 
First GoToMeeting? Let's do a quick system 
check: https://link.gotomeeting.com/system-check 


